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Introduction
Mammon - money or material wealth or any "entity" that promises wealth,
associated with the greedy pursuit of gain - from the post classical Latin word:
"mamonna", meaning wealth.
"Ye cannot serve both God and Mammon" - Matthew 6 v 19 - 21 v 24, King
James Bible.
Mammon is not an Intelligence or an external self aware Entity in the
traditional sense, it is simply an idea or construct of need and desire. Many of
us know the name Mammon and associate that with money, wealth, gain etc.
But what very few of us grasps is the mechanics of money and how we can
manipulate it's ether or energy on a Occult level.
When we started off in the Occult field, we were very poor - we are not
talking about first world poverty, we are referring to Africa-poverty. Third
world poverty. You don't know poverty until you experience this. Now we
are living in comfort running a successful Occult business, due to hard work and
understanding the spiritual mechanics of Mammon. We have decided to share
the basic formulae in obtaining abundance with you the reader, simply because
we believe that anyone at any time can become a financial success in their
endeavors.
We will end this with the words to a famous song:
"I went to god just to see, and I was looking at me, saw heaven and hell were
lies, when I'm god everyone dies..." - The Reflecting God by Marilyn Manson
Namaste.

Money, Money, Money
There are many Practitioners of the Occult that will attribute certain magickal
Elements to money, but unfortunately most of these attributions are incorrect
due to a misunderstanding of the Elements themselves.
When we take a closer look and the Lessor Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram
(as an example) we can recognize a couple of well known figures and their
attributes, character and Elements:
Raphael - ("it is god who heals")
Associations - Apothecaries, sickness and healers, love, lovers, marriages etc.
East - Air
Michael - ("who is like god")
Associations - Protection, protectors etc.
South - Fire
Gabriel - ("god is my strength")
Associations - Messengers, delivering messages etc.
West - Water
Uriel - ("god is my light")
Associations - Poetry etc.
North - Earth
The Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram...Invoking. The very word "Invoke"
should be self explanatory - to call within or to draw within. By performing
this rite of Invocation, the Practitioner aligns him/herself with the construct/
archetype thus becoming that which they call upon. However this rite is a bit
tricky. This whole system of Invocation is from a Western Tradition of
Magick where Judaism and Christianity has been adopted in the folds of the
Occult, and sadly this is accepted in MANY traditions of Magick. The
question arises:
"Do you believe in these "Angels?"
"Do you Practice the Western Tradition?"
If you answer "no" to any of these two questions, don't bother with these rites
and ceremonies, it would be a waste of your time.

Why would it be a waste of your time? The answer is simple: You cannot
associate with it. With association comes belief or recognition, make it all
important to remember this. Even so called miracles are powered by
belief/association, without it, it's mere wishful thinking.
As indicated above, each of these angelic beings has an Element which they are
associated with: Earth, Air, Fire and Water. But what does these elements
actually mean, aside from explanations found in Medieval Alchemy manuscripts?
See the description below and look very carefully at the planetary associations,
for therein lies the key...
--Elements
Fire - The will - Choleric - Gall
Temperament - Irritable and inclined to fighting.
Planet - Mars
Air - Breath of life - Sanguine - Blood
Temperament - Active, hopeful, successful, outward looking, good rulers.
Planet - Jupiter
Water - Flowing, fluidity - Phlegmatic - Phlegm
Temperament - Tranquil and somewhat lethargic.
Planet - Moon
Earth - Stability, prosperity - Melancholic - Bile
Temperament - Sad, poor, unsuccessful, condemned to the lowest occupations.
Planet - Saturn
(Agrippa added temperaments to describe the personality of the individual etc)
--Money is a creation of humanity, thus man had the Prometheus or forethought
to better it's survival and comfort and created it. Thus, money was created
first WITHIN then came to be WITHOUT. If money first came from the
chaos within man, does it mean that the 4 Occult Elements were founded thus?
Yes! Unfortunately there is no simple explanation to this. In Science we see the
periodical table with much more than four or five elements. However in Science
it is clear that the periodical elements are also distinctly separate from man. So
what are these Occult elements then?

Above you can clearly see that each element has a ruling Planet. These "Planets"
are simply the representation of an archetype or human personality. The
Elements' temperaments simply indicate the vices and virtues of each person, as
seen above. Please note that each individual has a "Ruling Planet" and each star
sign is directly linked to your Ruling planet. No, this is not a lesson in
Astrology, this is the very basic education on the elemental influence and
interference upon the subject of money. To gain a better understanding, we
need to present it in this fashion.
Let's continue...
Each Planet has one associate Element. Wrong! All four Elements are directly
linked to every one of the Seven Planets in the Occult tradition.
Moon - Earth - Air - Fire - Water
Jupiter - Earth - Air - Fire - Water
Venus - Earth - Air - Fire - Water etc etc
As mentioned earlier: The four Occult Elements were founded by man within
man, via the subconscious (Kaos) then manifested without via will
/consciousness etc. If you as an individual is represented as an Archetype Planet
then this means that YOU direct and govern these Elemental Temperaments!
Mammon/Money consists of or is linked to the 4 Occult Elements - because
man governs these temperaments. As mentioned, each element has it's
emotional counterpart, however at times this counterpart may be of a spiritual
nature as well.
By identifying the vice within the element and rectifying this vice, we Evoke
the force of Mammon and its power is directed through will.
There are numerous ways to rectify this imbalance or flaw in the elemental
temperament. Methods such as the Single Serpent Kundalini, Invoking the
god-form, Elemental absorption etc etc. It simply depends on the will of the
individual in order to obtain the desired result.

--We hope that this small pdf will serve you well and help you obtain the power
of Mammon. Thank you for reading. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact us at:
Website: www.araigneearcaneservices.org
Facebook: Araignee Strange or Araignee Arcane Services
Twitter: @TheAraignees
Youtube: Araignee Arcane Services
"As Within, So Without, As Above, So Below"

